The world is talking.
Are you listening?

Social media has changed the way
we communicate and collaborate

Social media - a whole new world
The world has reached a tipping point in real, innovative and
clever ways to reach new audiences, grow and establish
brand and help you target new customers – which creates
opportunity as well as risk.
If you are in business, whether you realise it or not, your brand
is being discussed, reviewed and communicated online
through social networks 24/7.

TaurusSocial© advises you
on every aspect of your social
media presence, what you
should be doing, what works
and what to steer clear of
Which means in this new decade, we believe, it is better
to be ‘at the social media table’ than ‘not invited at all’.
And we can show you how.
We have global real world customer examples to reference
– examples that had a real effect on business – from
individuals to NFP’s, B2B and B2C corporates, and major
ASX listed companies.

Engage in the conversation
TaurusSocial© is our proven specialist service that focuses
on the best use of social media tools for you personally, your
business or industry. TaurusSocial© cuts through the hype
and jargon and helps you put a strategy and tactical plan
around social media engagement and monitoring.
Working with our strategic partners, TaurusSocial© offers
monitoring of social media comment about your company,
including strategic data analysis to protect and engage
appropriately with your brand.
Through TaurusSocial©, you have at your fingertips a
strategic process and an exciting set of tools to help you fulfil
your business growth and communication objectives.

Taking responsibility for your
social media presence is the
business of the Board and the
CEO. Why? Ask us about BP,
Nestle, United Airlines and many
more

Take responsibility for your brand
reputation online - before others
do
Far beyond my expectations.
Detailed. Stretched. Inspirational.
Taurus reaches out into new media,
into new areas. I found it a very wide
and embracing approach to the
mission that we’re on, which is to
make a name.
John Weiss
CEO of TransTasman Business Circle

While you choose not to engage with social media, you
can expect your competitors, suppliers, employees and
influencers will be.
In this new world, social media enables your competition to
drive comment and access information about your brand
anywhere, anytime, any place. Our philosophy is that it is
better to join the conversation, however conservatively,
demonstrate leadership and seize the opportunity to
connect directly with customers rather than handover and
lose control.

TaurusSocial© helps you create new spheres of influence through
social media engagement
The TaurusSocial© process
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comprehensive audit
of your brand, internally
and externally, across
a wide range of social
media networks.

We provide you with
strategic recommendations
on how to maximise
your business objectives
through the use of
social media.

We make it happen, and
through the TaurusSocial©
process, help you connect
with influencers in the
social media sphere.

TaurusSocial©
measures the return
on investment of your
social media marketing
campaigns and feeds
back to the audit.

 oth the Taurus team and our team at
B
Bible Society worked hand in glove, daily,
to bring about the overall objectives - it’s
been a very good working relationship.
We rolled out a daily program on Twitter
to engage people and picked up a
Facebook fan following of some 25,000
regular users. As a result, the audience
constantly engages with the ongoing
aspects of Jesus All About Life.
Daniel Willis
CEO of Bible Society NSW talking
of the JAAL campaign

Through TaurusSocial©
I gained perspective and clarity
on our social media presence.
It also revealed the need for
an integration across all my
activities to create a stronger,
more united presence for the
Napoleon Perdis brand.
Emanuel Perdis
MD of Napoleon Perdis

We provide you with the strategy, plans, creativity and measurement

to ensure your brand is engaging appropriately

with social media tools,

influencers and industry commentators.

What does TaurusSocial© offer?

Who is TaurusSocial© for?

 Review of what you want to achieve
 	The most comprehensive audit available of your











presence online

 Identification and engagement with key influencers
 Integration strategies to pull together your offline
and online efforts

 	Strategies to support your traditional marketing
and PR campaigns

 	Social media tactical plan to maximise your
presence online






Crisis management and response planning

Forward thinking companies
Board Directors and CEO’s
CFO’s and Risk Managers
Marketing and Public Affairs Directors
Entrepreneurs
Celebrities
NFP’s
B2B Companies
B2C Companies

Education and training on social media tools
Employee social media guidelines
Template and system creation for ongoing 		
engagement

 Real time, 24/7 monitoring of social media activity
 Definition of measurement criteria and ROI reporting
“Before Taurus I did not see the value in social media
and was reluctant to embrace it. Taurus provided
me with much needed knowledge, support and a
helping hand including encouragement. Through solid
education, it allowed me to become self-sufficient and
no longer found social media difficult or something I

Social media is the most exciting
evolutionary advance in communications
in 25 years. As Managers, we now have
the most cost effective and far reaching set
of communication tools at our fingertips.
I invite you to take responsibility for your
online brand reputation and engage in the
conversation.
Sharon Williams
CEO, Taurus Marketing

needed to procrastinate.
Vicky Bartolacci
MD, Kineo APAC
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Taurus is one of Australia’s highest profile, privately owned, integrated marketing agencies. We deliver strategic marketing, public relations, creative and social
media solutions to help drive your business forward. Clients range from smart entrepreneurs to major ASX-listed corporations across the B2B and B2C sectors.
We offer unparalleled levels of service with a practical, ‘No Bull’ approach focused on delivering results based on our unique TaurusBullseye© methodology. We
warmly invite you to experience the Taurus way of growing your business!
Introducing The Taurus Group ACN 102 812 000
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